
MEGA Weekly Meeting Minutes 

Tuesday, July 2nd 2013 
 

Present 

Voting: Jeff Abeysekera (President), Ashkan Babaie (VP Comm-Ad), Graham Hendra (VP Finance), Mazi 

Jalaal (VP Academic), Jenny Sullivan (VP Social) 

Non-voting: Ambrose Chan (GSS Rep), Navid Shirzad 

 

1) It was agreed by the executive that Graham will be reimbursed $1100 immediately from the 

MEGA’s available assets for the reservation he paid to Vancouver Yacht Charters to reserve the 

boat cruise. After reimbursement, MEGA’s total available assets will be $583.81, which will 

remain available for any expenses incurred before being reimbursed by the department from 

the $6k budget and receiving additional revenue from ticket sales. 

2) Graham clarified that unlike general events, joint student-faculty events should only be 

reimbursed the difference between cost and revenue. This ensures that MEGA does not make a 

profit off events run from the $6k budget, or otherwise allocates money from that budget for 

other expenses. 

3) Graham was looking for proof that we received approval for using the $6k budget for the Dim 

Sum social event after the Sun Run. Jeff will forward Graham the email from Steve Rogak. 

4) Jenny discussed details for the boat cruise 

a. Photographer 

i. Try to find someone who has a nice camera and is willing to take pictures most 

of the night. Jenny will contact Ergun Calisgan as a possibility. 

ii. Jenny also suggested having a photo contest where anyone on the boat can take 

pictures with their own camera and submit them to MEGA. After the event 

MEGA would post winners for different categories such as funniest. 

b. Activities 

i. “Human Bingo” where people have a list of interesting things to find such as a 

person with three siblings. This would help break the ice and encourage people 

to socialize with people outside of their regular group of friends. 

ii. Ashkan suggested having a picture matching contest, where pictures of 

execs/faculty/celebrities as infants are posted and people have to guess who 

they are. 

iii. The prizes for such contests would be well under $20 and would come from the 

$6k budget. 

c. Mazi volunteered to find a music player and create a playlist. 



d. Jenny was concerned about no drinks being included with dinner and the high price of 

soda on the boat. She suggested bringing our own soda on board and providing it for 

everyone. Jeff and Graham countered that people should not expect to receive soda for 

free with such an event and suggested water as an alternative. The executive voted 3 to 

1 (Jenny abstained) in favor of purchasing soda and bringing it on board. Cost for soda 

should be ~$20-$30 and will come from the $6k budget. Ashkan offered to purchase the 

soda. 


